Mach2 Solutions At A Glance

We Speak Machine. You Can Too.
About Fisher Dynamics
Fisher & Company (AKA Fisher Dynamics) has a long history of making intelligent business decisions in the
midst of complex and evolving manufacturing climates. Starting in the 1800s as a horse-drawn carriage
shop, the Fisher family, at the turn of the century, decided to embrace the new technology of horseless
carriages by building bodies for these vibrating motor cars. By the 1920s, Fisher Body employed more
than 100,000 people and was purchased by a fledgling car company, General Motors. In 1944, the Fisher
brothers left GM and built the magnificent Fisher Building in Detroit. In 1947, the Fisher family started a
metal stamping business. In the 1960s and 70s, this business flourished by understanding the emerging
automotive safety requirements and produced seatbelts and seats. After selling off the seatbelt business
and making good financial decisions leading up to the recession of 2008, Fisher Dynamics purchased the
properties of three neighboring companies and now has six plants in St. Clair Shores, with additional
manufacturing capacity in Troy Michigan, Indiana, Texas, Mexico and China where they continue to
produce metal stampings and engineered seat systems.
Using this history of intelligent business decisions, Fisher has also been a successful pioneer of IIoT
technology. They didn’t get sidetracked by the marketing messages of predictive maintenance and
artificial intelligence. They saw through the clutter and got their machines performance visualized and
automating transactions in their ERP using Mach2 by Kors Engineering.
Building on their IIoT success, Fisher has adopted Mach2 company-wide and expanded its use both
geographically and functionally. Geographically, Fisher has approximately 50 workcenters integrated
across 6 buildings on their St. Clair Shores Michigan Campus, 40 workcenters integrated at their Evansville
Indiana plant, 16 in Mexico, 6 in Sterling Heights and 4 in Troy Michigan. Functionally, many of the screens
in this case study were created by Fisher’s internal IT/Manufacturing team.

Plant Summary Page
Fisher uses the below summary pages to help manage their six locations in St. Clair Shores.

Workcenter Overview

Record Production Log

This overview shows: the current machine
state, job being run, cycle-based signals
from the machine and a percent
complete visual.

A log of when the machine cycles
resulted in production being recorded
and a label generated.
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Serialized Piece Tracking
Fisher uses Mach2 to track serialized pieces for safety critical customer requirements.

Customer Designed Pages – Machine Status Screen
Using the Mach2 toolset, the below Andon screen was designed by Fisher to display the status (color)
and part (small text) being run on each workcenter.

Real-Time Whiteboard

Trend Charts

A real-time, automatic, virtual whiteboard to display
workcenter plan versus actual production.

At Fisher, trend charts are used to incent and
inform operators of production performance.
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Operator Workcenter View

OEE Production Scoreboard

An operator interface to change the state of the
workcenter and display job data, performance trending,
cycle counts and a machine state timeline history.

At Fisher, each workcenter OEE scoreboard is
displayed on a big screen TV over each workcenter.

Weld Defect Tracking
Using the Mach2 toolset, Fisher created this home grown,
weld defect tracking interface. The operator uses a touch
screen to identify the problem welds with reason codes
and either dispositions the part as “Not OK” or “OK” if
he/she were able to fix it. The data is archived in a local
SQL database for continuous improvement analysis.

As their esteemed history demonstrates, Fisher & Company has a strong record of intelligent decision making.
Sorting through the white noise of IIoT marketing buzz, the Fisher team created value for their business by using
machine data to automate transactions to their business systems and inform operators, supervisors and
management as to the state of the manufacturing process. The future continues to look bright for the Fisher Family
of companies.

About Mach2
Mach2 is an integration software platform that interacts with your shop floor machines and systems to provide
usable, actionable information. Mach2 is a browser-based system with production scoreboards that can be
customized to your unique business needs. With Mach2, machine activity can also be automatically synced with
your ERP system for seamless operations throughout your business.
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